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BLAST FURNACE

Ala ba ma has added to the Natl Regi ste r and slate d for
preservatio n , two iron .furn aces: the sto ne stac ks o f T a nne hill
Furn ace, 1859 and 63, 25 mil es SW o f Birmin gha m nea r Besse me r ; and mo re importa nt, o ne of the fe w if no t the o nl y
" mo d e rn " co ke furna ces so no ticed , Sloss Furnace No. I, th e
o ldest in the immed iate Birmin gha m area, built 1882 a nd
o pe rate d to 19 70 whe n shut do wn because of po llutio n proble ms (pa rts o f the co mpl ex p ro ba bl y a1·e o f late r d a te). T he
- furn ace will be th e fo cal poim of Jim Walte r his to rica l a nd
(
rec rea tio na l park , to include a muse um o f RR a nd in d ustria l
histo r y.
Offsettin g this is Al a bama's loss through a rson last summe r
o f two o f he r re maining cove red brid ges-Duck Sprin gs
a nd Buzza rd's Roost, the o nly o ne on th e Natchez T race
Pa rkwa y.

(e) we re d esig ned o r built by fa mo us e n ginee rs , crafts me n
0 1· mas te r builde rs;
( f) a re typical examples o f a n earl y technologica l structure,
objec t o r device commo nl y used tlno u gho ut an area o r pe riod
fo r a specific purpose; o r
(g) re prese nt o ne of t he few surviving e xamples, o r th e so le
survivin g e xample, o f a type o f structure o r device.
Initia ll y, the surveyin g a nd reco rding o f the la ndmarks will
be d o ne by voluntee r gro ups o f the In stitute. T he Na tl Historic Sites Ser vice will provide reco rd in g f9rm s, a rra nge for
reco rds p1·ese r va tio n , a nd ta ke a pp ro p1·ia te ste ps to co mme mo ra te or prese r ve sig nificant la ndma rks .
T he C EHR will be coo rdina ted by a n 8-me mbe r Natl Com mittee, 4 me mbe rs a ppo inte d by the Gove rnme nt and 4 by
the Engin ee rs. PH Be nne tt, a n Ass t Director , N H SS, is C hairman , R J Co rby (S IA VP) is a me mbe r, a nd P Stumes (S IA)
is Sec re ta ry, PS. N I-II-IS

CUT MENACED

Canadian Engineering Heritage Record
The Fe de ra l Gove rnme n t a nd th e En ginee1·in g In stitute
o f Can ada have ag 1·eed to j o in tly unde rta ke a na tio na l survey
o f historic e ngi nee rin g ac hieve me nts, to be know n as the Can adia n E nginee rin g He ritage Reco rd. Its principa l goal will be
id e ntifica tio n a nd reco rdin g of re mains o f tec hn o lo gica l and
e ng in eerin g ac hieve me m s. Furthe r goa ls will be app1·isin g the
respo nsible a utho 1·ities o f those tangible re ma ins which warra nt co nside ra tio n for co mme mo ratio n clue to na tio na l, provincia l, o r loca l sig nificance , a nd th e un ea r thin g o f significa nt
d oc ume nts and o bjects.
T he ide ntifica tio n a nd reco r d in g as pects o f th e Record ,
in ge ne r a l, will foc us o n those sites, structures, o bj ects,
re main s, e tc., which :
(a) we re co nnected with sig nifica nt eve nts o r pe 1·sonages in
the cultura l, po litica l, eco no mic, milita r y o r socia l histor y o f
an are a;

L

(b) as part o f a syste m o r indi viduall y, we re instrume nta l
in ac hiev in g the settle me n t a nd d e ve lo pme nt o f a n a rea ;
usin g unu sua l, o r
unique ,
(c) we re co nstructed
me th odologies 0 1· ma te ria ls;
(cl) are sig nificant in the hi sto q 1 o f a pa rticul a1· b1·;mch o f
e n g in ee1·in g 0 1· co nstructio n , o r to prog ress made in scie nce
a nd tec hno logy , o r in the d e ve lo pm e nt. o f a n indu str y;
Room 5020

Cinci nn a ti Unio n Te rmina l, o ne o f the las t m aj o r sta tio ns
built in the US , o rpha ne d with aba ndo nme nt by A i'v!T RA K
o f all passen ge r service the re, wi th its impe ndin g sale is in
g rave cl a nge r of de mo litio n because of the ex pe nse o f maintainin g it. Co nstructio n , begun in 1929, was comple te d in 1933
with a n in vestm e n t o f $45 millio n . In the te rmina l co mplex
a re 22 buildin gs o n 287 ac res.
The te rmina l is pe rh a ps the most prominent exa mple of
the A n Deco a rchitec tu1·al style in t he na tion . T he a r tists
v\l ino lcl Re iss a nd Pie rre Bo urcl e lle we re res po nsible for its
d eco ra tin g . Re iss crea ted the two mo n u me n ta! mosaic mura ls
(eac h 25 ft hig h x I 05 ft lo ng) in th e 180-ft-spa n rotunda
and the co ncourse industrial pa nels: photographic scenes of
eac h o f Cincinn ati 's 15 majo r industries. Bo urcle lle's co n tributio n was the man y e la bo 1·ate ly carved pane ls o f exotic a nd
d o mestic fl o ra a nd fa una d eco ratin g the man y ante roo ms
off th e ma in ro tunda.
Univ o f Cincinn a ti students and fac ulty have begun a
" Revive Unio n T e rminal" campa ig n with the obj ecti ves o f
1·escui ng i1o t only the Art Deco mura ls (fore runne rs o f Op
Art and Ha 1·d Ed ge pa inting) , but the e ntire building. Passage
o f Ho use Bill 971 9 (SI AN No 3) wo uld undo ubte dl y have
a saluta r y e ffec t o n the issue . Alv in M Strauss, U of C.
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Concrete History Committee

Impending Disasters

The American Concrete Institute has organized a History
of Concrete Committee whose mission is:
To study and report on the history of concrete by: assembling records of achievements (or failures) significant in the
development of design and construction practices and materials technology, recording the personal contributions of those
involved, assisting in the identification and encouraging the
preservation of important structures and artifacts and assurance of access thereto for future study or inspection.
The Committee is working in several areas including
development of archives, publications, IA, and participation
in the Bicentennial. Information, ideas, and participation by
those interested would be welcome . Chairman : Howard H
Newlon, Jr (SIA), Virginia Highway Research Council, Box
3817 University Station, Charlottesville VA 22903, (703) 2962168. HHN

Station Expendihility again. Montreal's handsome Romanesque Windsor Station by Bruce Price (1889), CPRy eastern
terminal and headquarters and a prototype for much Canadian station and hotel design, is facing the now customary
threat of replacement, by a high-rise office/terminal complex.
Friends of Windsor Station has been formed to promote retention of the "historically, artistically, and environmentally
important Canadian building." Queries & contributions: ,
FoWS, 4920 Boulevard de Maisonneuve , Rm 303, Montreal
215, PQ.
Recording/Preservation Needed. A possibly unique feed-

PROJECTS, SITES & STRUCTURES
Restoration & Preservation
Delaware & Hudson Canal. A one-mile section of the canal
near Cuddebackville, NY with other land, it is hoped, will be
obtained by the Orange County Citizens Foundation for a
park, to include the canal, rewatered; one lock; and the stone
abutments of Roebling's Neversink River Aqueduct (1850),
one of the 4 he built for the D&H. A boat factory, 2 canal
boats and other canal facilities will be reconstructed. The
$600,000 cost is to be met by local, county and federal funds.
The entire canal, incidentally, has not been designated a Natl
Historic Landmark by the Park Service as noted earlier-rather 5 separate sections, including the Cuddebackville
site and one near Lackawaxen, PA that includes the Delaware
Aqueduct. The ASCE ceremony declaring the Aqueduct a
Natl Historic Civil Engineering Landmark (Sept SIAN) took
place there 12 Nov. Brochure on the park : OCCF, Inc, Box
636, Goshen, NY 10924. Release on the Delaware Aqueduct:
ASCE, 345 E 47th St, NYC 10017.
The legendary Calumet & Hecla copper mine site in Upper
Michigan , recently shut clown after years of virtual inactivity,
has been reappraised by its owners, Universal Oil Products,
which through a Chicago architectural firm is investigating
adaptive uses for the site and the many remaining late-l 9thC
structures thereon.

grinding wind turbine of 1890 is rapidly deteriorating in
Napoli, Cattaraugus Co, (western) NY. Regulation was by
movable shutters (in ph;ito) surrounding rotor. Information:
John S Watson , Office of State History, Univ of the State of
NY, Bldg 8, Rotterdam Industrial Park, Schenectady, NY
12306.

Lesser-Known Sites of Interest
Over the last century, ROCK ISLAND (Illinois) ARSENAL

The long-derelict Murdock Woolen Mill in Proctorsville has
been rescued from deterioration and eventual oblivion by an
imaginative industrialist, Karl Holl, owner of Ludlow Woolens,
Inc. Holl, who firmly believes there is still a future for quality
New Engl woolens, has proven it by transforming Ludlow into
a prosperous enterprise even as many of his competitors are
falling into bankruptcy. He is now devoting his energies to
restoring the Murdock Mill's handsome exterior, adapting the
interior for use as a trade school for the wool processing
industry. Since finding new uses for obsolete structures is the
most hampering problem in IA preservation efforts, such
innovative re-use projects as this are infinitely encouraging.

.

US Army P/10togmp/1

has played a major role in the industrial life of the upper
Mississippi River area. Originally designed as a facility for
military stores, deposit and repair, it developed into one of
the Army's principal centers of manufacture by the time of
the Spanish-American War. Industrial activity began in 1873
in temporary wooden structures erected near the island's
center. Here, on machinery powered by a walking-beam steam
engine, workers produced equipment and fixtures needed in
construction of the original stone factory buildings. By 1875,
the first of these was manufacturing stores, tin cups, saddle
bag studs, and brass rings for the Army. Today, the 10 massive
stone shops and 10 other buildings, erected between 1864 and
1890, form the nucleus of a modern plant for weapons
development and fabrication. Patrich L Klein, RIA.

._
!

One of the few museums in NA operating machinery under
live steam will open in 1973. THE PUMP HOUSE STEAM
MUSEUM, housed in Kingston , Ontario's 1848 pumping station (enlarged 1888), is based on two steam pumping engines,
of 1891 and 1897 . The venture is sponsored jointly by the
City and the Frontenac Society of Model Engineers. Final
restoration and testing, now underway, may be witnessed .
Information : F J Telgmann, Curator, PHSM , 23 Ontario St, \.
Kingston K7L 2Y2, Ontario . .

Plrow: Ric/111rcl C/e1·efa11cl (SIA)
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operation in the US. On the line 1887; present enginegenerators installed l 900. Beyond its historical interest, Milster has kept the plant economically competitive with
purchased electricity.

THE
CANADIAN
RAILWAY
MUSEUM
(MUSEE
FERROVIAIRE CANADIEN), 7 miles S of Montreal, has in
its 7 yea rs of operation become one of the finest on the continent. In the co llections are over JOO pieces of equipment
including 35 stea m locomotives. A recent replica Qapan !) of
one of Canada's first locomotives. thejo/w Mo/.1011, is a feature.
It steams on state occasions. Also private cars, trolleys, et al.
Ope n \fa y-O ct. Flye r : CRM, PO Box 148, St Constant, PQ.

RESEARCH & ENQUIRIES
IA of the Farmington Canal. Robert L Schuyler (SIA), Dir,
City College of NY Archeological Field School, is beginning
a historical/archeological study of the canal ( 1825-47), that ran
from New Haven , CT to Northampton, Mass, to include not
only the canal itself but the general river valley system and
the communities that felt its impact. Selected excavation is
slated. Documentation location information, especially illustrations of the canal when active and post-abandonment photos,
would be appreciated. Dept of Anthropology, CCNY, Convent
& I 38th St, NYC I 0031.
Mechanization of the Construction Industry to 1860. This
much-neglected field is to receive conference attention and
research is now being actively encou1·agecl. The Editor would
be pleased to hear from anyone currently investigating, or
who could be induced by probable publication to investigate:
lumber & logging industry; quarrying & stone industry;
mechanical brick making; nails, screws & other fastenings ; nailmaking machinery; elevators; general construction equipment
--cranes, pumps, & other contractors' plant; roofing & sheathing; glass; concrete in buildings.
·

PERSISTING ARCHAIC INDUSTRIES. Manufacturer of her-

--------

ring barrels, the Moyle Oxner cooperage, New Ross, Nova
Scotia started as a hand operation in 1904 and converted to
electricity c1922. Now owned by the 3rd generation of
Oxners, the complex includes the main factory building, a
hoop bendery, stave sawing mill and storage buildings. Raw
wood is brought in from throughout N .S. and finished barrels
are sent to coastal points for packing. The "full herring" or
IO-gallon barrel is the major product, although some "half
herrings" ( 5-gallons) are produced. Machinery is various
20thC, except for a stave saw, built in nearby Kentville in the
late 19thC. Fifteen workers produce 10,000 barrels annually.
Danny A Morris (SIA) Smithsonian Institution.

The original pmpose of the mill or grinder
shown cannot be clete-rminecl by its possessor, The Speedwell Village Quly SIAN) . If
you know, or wou lei like to have a speculative .
bash a t it, contact the Editor, who can furnish a detailed description .

SIA AFFAIRS
After some 5 months of telephonic interplay, Internal
Revenue Service has been convinced that the SIA is, indeed,
a legitimate educational body, essentially disinterested in violent overthrow of the Govt, and accordingly has accorded us
tax-exempt status. This is important as making grants to the
Society deductible, and exempting it from all federal and local
taxes. It does mean, however, that we must refrain, as a body,
from any lobbying activity. The Board is aware that that's
something of a price to pay, but believes it worth it in the
long run.

MISC NOTES

(

The Natl Trust for Historic Preservation at its recent
Annual Meeting, Washington, scheduled a two-hour IA session for the 1st time in its history, with various aspects of
industrial-structures preservation in the US and GB aired by
Eric N DeLon y (HAER), Ted Sande, and Robert M Vogel,
and chaired by James C Massey , NTHP Historic Properties
Director, all SIA.
Under Land & Sea. In a pioneer conjoining, the Society for
Historical Archaeology Annual Meeting and the Fourth
Annual Conference on Underwater Archaeology will be held
concurrently, 11-13 January, in St Paul , Minn, attracting
archeologists and historians from NA and Europe. Release
with all details: David v\I Nystuen, Minn Historical Society,
Bldg 25, Ft Snelling, Minn 55111. (612) 726-11 71.

It has been our intention from the outset that all members
receive copies of all Newsletters and other published material,
great and small , and we hope that all have. Enclosed with
this issue is a listing of matter published to elate. Kindly check
anything not in your hands and return to Editor. We have
learned, with regret, that some Newsletters and announcements of the New England Mill tour were received late or
not at all, clue to the use of 3cl-class bulk mailing, now seen
as a postal disaster. Despite the additional cost, henceforth
all mail to members will be dispatched lst class.

Archeology of Metals in Early America. The Council for
Northeast Historical Archaeology (a loosely-organized conference of archeologists, historians & preservationists in the
NE US & eastern Canada) announces its Spring Symposium
and calls for papers on the history, archeology & preservation
of early metal. Bear Mountain, NY, 14 April 1973. Edward
F Heite, 21 S Main St, Camden, Del 19934.

Corrigendum. No elate having been given for the proposed
Ottawa-area-Rideau Canal IA tour mentioned in the Sept
SIAN, it might have been assumed that it was imminent. It
is not. It is for· late Sept next. The two-day trip will be cosponsored by the American Canal Society.

Professional, mounted 35mm slides of notable cast-iron structures are available @ $1.25 ea + 25c/orcler post: Haughwout
Bldg, NYC, 1857; ZCMI Bldg, Salt Lake City, 1868; Window
detail, Bogardus' Laing Store, NYC, 1848; Crystal Palace
interior, NYC, 1853. Friends of Cast Iron Architecture, 44
W 9th, NYC 10011.

Quinebaug & Blackstone Valleys Industrial Architecture
Tour. J uclging from all accounts received thus far, the Oct
2 lst tour through SE Mass, eastern Conn, and northern RI
was an unqualified success. Starting from ·Olcl Sturbridge Village at 9:00 under a bright autumn sky, two bus-loads of SIA
and Boston Chapter, SAH members visited 30 industrial sites,
predominantly textile factories, among them the v\lauregan
Mill ( 1853 and later); the village of Georgiaville (textile manufacturing from 1813); the Old Slater Mill Museum ( 17931835) whe1·e early textile machinery was operated for the
group, and the Crown & Eagle Mills (cl823 and late1-). Along

Prof Anthony N C Wallace (SIA),Dept of Anthropology, U
of Pa has received a 2 !h-year Natl Science Foundation grant
to study Culture Change and the Industrial Revolution.
Conrad Milster (SIA), Chief Engineer of Pratt Institute,

L J~rookl y n.' has been !?iven a sp~cial a.war~[ by Pratt in recogni-

tion of his constructive operation of their power plant, probably the oldest steam-powered generating plant in continuous
3

Science & Tech at Imperial College, London, to investigate the
problems of preserving the technology of Victorian Britain.
Describes the Survey 's origins and aims; other surveys; the
history of such preservation; what agencies exist to promote
preservation; and considers what else ought to be preserved.
Appendices list existing and proposed museums and other
preservation projects. A valuable document that considers
preservation principally from the artifact and process standpoint, capable of effectively guiding similar work in N
·
America.

the way, participants were. refreshed with coffee at Wauregan,
buffet luncheon at the OSMM, and, at the day's last stop,
Crown & Eagle, cocktails. Those taking part received folders
containing an illustrated booklet briefly describing each site.
The tour was arranged by Richard Candee and Robert Rettig,
assisted by Paul Rivard and Ted Sande (all SIA). Tour guides
were Candee and Sande. T AS

George R Stevens, The History of the Canadian National
Railways. 2 vols. NY: Macmillan. $14.95. N America's largest
ry system, claimed to be the world's most efficient publicly
owned enterprise.
Charles H Weidner, Water Supply-A History of NYC's
Pr9blem from the Beginning to the Delaware River System.
New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers Univ Press, 1972. 350 pp ., illus.
$15.

(L) The Tour at the Crown & Eagle Mill. Photo: R J Corhy (SIA) (R) at the
Old Slater Mill Museum. Director Paul Riva rd (SIA) demonstrating throstle or.
warp spinning frame of c 1835.

W James King (SIA), Some Beam Engines. Henry Ford Museum,
Dearborn, M;ch 48120, 1972. 28 pp. Paper. $ 1. Catalog of
the 20 beam, 2 table , 1 oscillating and I vertical steam engines
(incl I replica), all English except I US-from the famed Fairbottom Bobs mine pump ofcl760 to a compound of 1873-in
the world's largest and finest collection. Photo of each; description of Ford's collecting activities in late '20s; brief history of
the beam engine.

The Board has tentatively determined that two such tours can
be undertaken each year, spring and fall; if possible in cooperation with other, interested organizations, in the US and
Canada. Fall '73 is Ottawa (above) ; spring probably
Washington-Baltimore, over two days, in mid-April, prior to
the Annual Conference (Troy, 5-6 May) .
The Membership Directory, based on the recent questionnaires, will accompany the Jan SIAN, not this, as originally
stated.
The handsome silk-screen posters for the 1972 Annual Conference are still available. Illus fl ye r with all information:
Editor.

Omer Lavallee, Van Hom e's Road. Railfare, Box 1434, Station
B, Montreal 110. Spring 1973. c200 pp. $9.95. Pictorial history
of the construction and early operation of the Canadian
Pacific's transcontinental line, 1881-87, based mainly on
photos, many previously unpublished.
Wm Pierson, "Harrisville, NH" in Antiqnes, Oct 1972, pp 63241. Account of the "only industrial community of the early
l 9thC in America that still survives in its original form, " plus
several others. With the author's fine color photos.

PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST
Gerald M Best, Th e Ulster& Delaware. San Marino, CA: Golden
West Books, 1972. 210 pp, illus. $12.95.

Hamilton Schuyler, The Roebli11gs. 1931. Reprint-NY: AMS
Press, 1972. 424 pp, illus. $14. (see R eviews )
I

Benj Butterworth, The Growth of Industrial Art. Modern introd
by Mark Kramer. NY: Alfred A Knopf, 1972. Folio. 216 pp.
Cloth $20; paper $9.95. Facsimile reprint (pub! 1880 & 1892)
of one of the most curious, interesting and in some ways, useful, documents in the history of Amer technology. Individual
pages devoted each to the history of virtually every area: mining, pumping, agriculture, windmills, steam engines, &c &c,
in terms of early development and US Patent records, each
aspect represented by a small woodcut.

"A Strategy for Stations," in Country Life, Aug 1972, p 393.
General comments on RR station preservation in England.
John Temple, Mi11i11g: An lnternatio11al History. NY: Praeger,
1972. 143 pp. $5. 95.
Correction: Minchinton's Tidemills and Chitty's Guide to Exeter
IA, Sept SIAN, are ordered not as there given, but from: Dept
of Economic History, U of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4PU, Devon.

Mary Stetson Clarke (SIA), Pioneer Iron Worl<s. Chilton, 1968.
A fine, well-illus history of the legendary Saugus I ran Works
nr Boston (cl 680; recons cl 950).

Reviews
J De Brevans, Th e M:umfacture of Liquors and Preserves. (France
ci885; transl & publ NY 1893) Noyes Press History of .
Tech Series Vol 3. $12. (see Programs, below) A well-illustrated
instruction on the processes for distillation, purification,
rectification and testing of alcohol and the manufacture of
essences, syrup, flavouring and colouring for "alcoholic beverages" (liquors). Includes the preservation of fruit-important
for later use in liquor manufacturing. Reflects the ·industry's
late-l 9thC devotion to the sophisticated art of "assembling"
(artificial) liquors for industrial and medicinal as well as social
uses. Dian11e Newell Macdougall, National Historic Sites Service,
Ottawa.

Robert Copeland, A Short Hist01y of Pottery Raw Materials and
the Cheddleton Flint Mill. Cheddleton Flint Mill Industrial Heritage Trust, Neai· Leek, Staffs, Engl. 1972. 64 pp. Paper, $3
post paid. Superbly illus monograph on the background and
restoration of an 18thC water-powered grinding mill, now
open to the public. A model study. Chronology of important
events in the pottery industry related to milling; bib!.
George A Gipe, "A Man & His Mills" in McLl)'land, Spring,
1972. Beautifully color illus description of flour mills in MD
through the sympathetic eyes of John McGrain (SIA).
Norman A F Smith, A History of Dams. London: Peter Davies,
1971. $10.00. Thorough treatment of a neglected but important and interesting subject. ·world-wide coverage, from ancient
times to the present: water supply; irregation; hydraulic &
hydroelectric power; canal supply and all other functions.
Highly recommended. Fairly well illus; index; glossary.

David McCullough, Th e Great Bridge-the Ef1ic St01)' of the Building of the Broollly11 Bridge. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1972. 636
pp, illus, index. $ 10.95. Epic hardly says it: intellectually
heroic. A stunning examination and analysis of the greatest
of America's Victorian engineering structures and the father
and son who conceived, designed and built it, in terms of the
national spirit, the municipal and state politics, the state of
contemporary technology and the motivating forces on an
within the Roeblings, which all marked The Bridge. Others, notably Steinman, the Schuyle1;s, and Trachtenberg, have told

- - - - - - - - , Victorian Technology & Its Preservation
in Modern Britain. Leicester Univ Press, 1970. (In US:
Humanities Press, NY). $2.70. The report of the findings of
the Victorian Technology Survey conducted by the Dept of
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as brought to parts of Colonial America.
Orig pub! 1965. 144 pp, 98 illus, folding map , bibliog,
indexes, dialect dictionary. $3 from US Dept of Commerce,
Natl Tech Info Service, Springfield , VA 22151. Ref: TT705510 I. List of 9 others in series from editor. Refer suggested
titles to E A Battison (SIA) , Curator of l\1lechanical Engrng,
Natl Museum of Histor y & Technology , Wash , DC 20560.

pans of th e saga. l'vlcCullough has assembled the elements
into what must st<1nd as th e final word o n the monument.
RM/I.
Arthur Raistrick, Industrial Archaeology: An Historical Survey. Lon.d on: Eyre Methuen 1972. 314 pp. {US: Harper &
Row, $18.75).
R A Buchanan, Industrial Archaeology in Britain. London:
.°""' Penguin Books, 1972. 446 pp. $1.50.
(
Two survey publications on British IA have recently
become available. Comparing them is appropriate because of
their combined relevance to the future course of IA not only
in GB, but other countries concerned with the study of their
industrial heritage. If England is considered the nation
foremost in persuing the study of its industrial past, then these
books and the views of their authors should prove singularly
important to similar endeavors in other countries, especially in
view of the fact that they summarize over 10 year's British
experience.
The books represent primarily an approach to IA by two
different schools of thought. Dr Rais trick's is along the lines of
traditional archeology, hence, his strong argument to enter
" ... an expansive phase of IA that would reduce the preoccupation with the Industrial Revolution ... " by extending the
subject from" ... prehistoric into recent times [so as] to bring
it into balance with the much greater foundations from which
it has evolved." Dr Buchanan approaches the subject as a new
"interdisciplinary study" to which everybody can bring some
expertise. While this study may " ... range from a Neolithic
flint mine to a newly obsolete aircraft ... In practice ... it is
useful to confine attention to monuments of the last two
hundred years or so, both because earlier periods are dealt
with by more conventional archaeological or historical techniques, and because of the sheer mass of material dating from
Industrial Revolution."
IA has had a rather extended honeymoon of over a decade
in Britain. For a number of years, it has gone begging for
consummation in the form of a national organization and
official recognition by Her Majesty's government. Both
authors believe that in part this has been prevented by ·the
issue of whether IA is viable as a separate discipline in its own
rights or whether it is merely the hybrid of a number of such
established subjects as archeology and the history of technology.
The two books will provide the student of IA the unique
opportunity of comparing the views of and approaches to the
subject by two of Britain's foremost practitioners and spokesmen on IA. Eric N Delany, HAER.

WHENCE IA & the SIA: Responses to Mr Lee's Letter
James E Lee's provocative letter in the Sept S/AN did, indeed,
stimulate a variety of responses. All are printed herewith, unexpurgated, in the belief that the exposure of these differing views on
IA in general and the course of the SIA in particular will be beneficial
to the Society, its membership, and its future in North America and
beyond. We will continue to publish replies to the Lee Letter, and
to the comments below. A session on the subject would appear
to be called for at the Annual Meeting .

TO THE EDITOR:
Mr Lee's letter (Sept SIAN) prompts me to present some personal
thoughts as to the proper direction I feel that the SIA as an institution
and the study of industrial archeology in the western hemisphere
should take . I stress that these are personal views, as no single person can speak for either the SIA or the "discipline" of IA in this
country today.
Two major issues of the many raised in Mr Lee's interesting letter
concern me. One is the· definition of " industrial archeology" in
America and the role which the SIA as an institution adopts in
developing that definition. The second concern is, perhaps, merely
a corrollary of the first : the proper interrelationship between preservation activity and IA. Mr Lee stresses that these two activities are
" discrete and different disciplines " using an analogy between science and engineering. I do not accept this thesis, although it is
a belief shared by many persons both within and without the
Society's membership .
In order to explain my own position I must return to my first concern,
the definition of IA; specifically how current definitions seem to
me to have been developed .
Those familiar with IA bibliography will recall that the use of the
term " archeology" in this context has been widely debated on both
sides of the Atlantic. Thus Mr Lee's definition of archeology and
IA ("a subordinate area stressing the emergence and development
of industrial manifestations" ... ) assumes that the scope of IA has
been defined to general satisfaction. This simply is not the case ;
a definition is still being forged out of current operational definitions . In my view, this is as it should be .
To justify this view, I would cite the nature of IA studies in Great
Britain where the term was originally coined . Great Britain has had
a long history of numerous amateur archeologists who have acquired
professional or near-professional standards. In this situation the evident need to survey and record the post-medieval industrial remains
of the British Isles was met by appropriating the generally recognized
and accepted term " archeology" to this field activity. As the larger
field has been carved up by specialists in prehistoric, Roman,
medieval and post-medieval archeology, the development of aboveground techniques for the recording of artifacts dating after the "Industrial Revolution" was both logical and functional. It is interesting
to note , however, that most of the authors of books on British IA
are not professional archeologists or anthropologists . Rather they
run a narrower gamut centering on the disciplines of social,
economic and technological history. This is reflected, I think, in R
A Buchanan's definition of the subject as:
Industrial Archaeology is a field of study concerned with the
investigation, surveying, recording and, in some cases, the
preservation of industrial monuments. It aims, moreover, at
assessing the significance of such monuments in the context
of social and technological history.
Two points may be noted here , the inclusion of preservation within
the definition of the field and the use of the term "industrial monuments" which Buchanan feels "should be defined very broadly" to
include a wide variety such as corporate and public housing or
churches of industrial workers . In this I am in total agreement,
although, I think the criteria for determining such " monuments"
may well differ between Great Britain and America.
In this country Prof William H Pierson , Jr has espoused five criteria
for selecting industrial or engineering structures for prese rvation:
1) historic importance of the company, structure or site; 2) pivotal
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Special Publications Programs
Noyes Press (SIA), Mill Rd @ Grand Ave, Park Ridge , NJ
07656, has just released the first 4 vols in a History of
Technology series, facsimile-reprinting important 18th &
I 9thC works , mainly US . .A consistent format is used , in hard
cover, high-quality manufacture:
Vol I , Construction. of Mill Dams, James Le ffel, 1881 ecln
(1st in 1874) , 167 pp , 52 illus, $ 12; Vol 2, Som e Details of Jltl aterWorl<s Co11struclio11, Wm R Billings , 1898, 96 pp, 27 illus, $ IO ;
Vol 3, (see R eviews); Vol 4, The Ma11:ufact11re of Porcelain &
Class, Dion ys ius La rdner (eel) , 1832, 334 pp, 36 illus, $ 15.

In an ongoing joint Smithsonian (Natl Museum of History
& Technology)- ' atl Science Foundation prog1·am selected
books on the history of tec hnology or descriptive of early
industries are translated into English. Latest in the series is
Rural Indusll)' in the Polish Taira Highlands by Jon & Stefan
Re ychman , translated b y Halina Golebiowska. Fulling, saw ,
and grist mills; shingle making, brewing, forging; and water
wheels, turbines, and power transmission are covered .
Poland shared in Europe's craft and technical heritage, a nd
much that has survived th e re until recentl y reflects tec hniques
that were more or less common to neighboring countries as
well. Thus, much in this boo k bears on early milling practice
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significance in either architecture or engineering; 3) visual quality
or stylistic innovation; 4) sole surviving examples; 5) position within
a larger environment which would be destroyed by removal of any
major unit. It seems clear that the survey, recording, or analysis
of individual sites by industrial archeologists (or those engaged in
the field of industrial archeology) is nearly the only means available
to test a site against these criteria.
Just as there are techniques for surveying and recording, there are
techniques for preservation . The former have been drawn largely
from experience derived in the recording of buildings and machinery
as applied in other fields ; therefore it is not surprising that IA preservation techniques, such as those reported in the SIA Newsletter,
are drawn from the broader American experience with 'h istoric preservation'. Mr Lee perceives" The wholesale resurrection of major
complexes" motivated by " sentimental reasons" . Whether or not
sentimentality is the motivation for any of the adaptive rehabilitation
projects noted by contributors to the Newsletter, I do not know.
It would appear to me to be an unfounded assumption on Mr Lee's
part. The interesting point, however, is that whatever the motivation
of preservation efforts , the site or structure normally survives
because of that activity and allows scholars an opportun ity to reinterpret the physical evidence on the basis of knowledge unavailable at the point of preservation or destruction . Mr Lee seems to
suggest that "preservation of samples or elements for future study"
is a proper IA function . However, the selection of these smaller
elements has generally tended to illustrate previously recognized
developments or innovations. The preservation of complex sets of
elements in whole sites or structures has, in other areas of study,
permitted the reformulation of new questions about the material
artifact or the seeking of new evidence from the artifact itself. It
is this reason especially that I feel that preservation activity should
and must be subsumed within a definition of IA. Recording, like
much other professionally trained activity, is highly culture bound .
A set of photographs and measured drawings done to current standards of HABS has often proved unsatisfactory to later investigators,
especially comparing those secondary products to the primary evidence of a preserved building. I have argued elsewhere that this
is also true of the products of HAER. In any area of archeology the
object or artifact itself is primary evidence. Archeologists, as a professionally oriented group of scholars, have long recognized that
the only way to test the analytical results of one investigator is to
have preserved each of the recovered artifacts and the descriptive
record of their association . Industrial Archeologists, having assumed
that name, share an equal responsibility for preserving not only their
own record of the products of industrialization, but the material
evidence which that record purports to represent. Just as we have
had to adopt and adapt techniques for serious archeological inquiry
from allied fields, so we must adopt and develop appropriate
methods for preserving our primary evidence.
Finally, a word about the SIA and its newsletter. The October 1971
meeting of industrial archeologists and others in related fields which
initiated the new society, agreed to pursue three principal goals:

TO THE EDITOR :
I wish to take issue with James Lee's recent letter. I have no background in IA or in historic preservation ; my interest is merely that
of a layman. If the function of the SIA were only to hear papers
by its learned members, then there would be no place in it for me .
Mr Lee's contention that the SIA ought not to concern itself with
preservation is absurd . If an organization devoted to fostering " the
preservation and recording of industrial sites, structures and
objects" (Articles of Incorporation , p 1) doesn't lead the fight for
preservation , then surely we cannot expect any other organization
to do so.
A quick reading of the purposes of the SIA, as set forth in the "Articles, " convinces me that our society is broad enough in its aims
to accommodate a diversity of interests . I find the SIA which Mr
Lee envisions far too narrow in scope, and therefore of no particular
use to me as an amateur (pardon the expression) .
As far as I have been able to tell , the SIA has done a fine job, and
-1 hope that it will continue to be a vigorous advocate of preservation .
Richard L Cleveland , Rep (R) , Washington Co,
Vt Gen Assembly, Northfield , Vermont

TO THE EDITOR:
The letter from Mr James E Lee calls for some comment. While on e
cannot fault his argument that IA and Historic Preservation are two
separate entities , to refer to the former at this stage as a "discipline"
is premature . I have a feeling that IA, while it may safely be discussed
in front of the children , is not yet considered quite respectable in
academic circles. Certainly my own experiences in endeavouring to
promulgate the activities of the Society have met with receptions
ranging from the amused tolerance generally accorded to the mildly
eccentric through enthusiastic understanding and suppo rt to occasional veiled hostility from some of the classical fraternity . No doubt
as we become better known , and publish the findings of our members, we will become more acceptable. As regard s Historic Preservation , this must surely be considered as a technical activity. Admittedly, it cannot be undertaken without considerable historical
research , but its actual execution must be a matter for a judicious
blending of expertise in technology, economics and the political
process. In· this connection it would be interesting to know what
Mr Lee has in mind when he speaks of "the wholesale resurrection
of major complexes for sentimental reasons ". A logical extension
of this argument would result in the Acropolis being turned into 1
a parking lot, with a few capitals and columns being preserved for
"future study" .
In a broader sense, the work of the classical archeologist and his
industrial counterpart may be similar in technique, but the
framework within wh ich they operate is quite different. The former,
usually works in relative financial security, the result of a healthy
injection of funds from some institutional benefactor. He can dig
for his shards without constant backward glances to see if a wrecking
ball is poised to strike, secure in the knowledge that should he make
a discovery of great significance, further assistance will be readily
available. As an instance of this, we may cite the vast international
effort mounted to rescue the temples of Abdu Simbel. I have no
doubt that a similar threat posed to the Taj Mahal or, for that matte r,
the Great Wall of China, would elicit a similar respon se.

1 . an exchange of information within the field (by means of a newsletter initially)
2. the development of a bibliography and
3. education " to create a public awareness of the need for preservation, surveys, and the other objectives of IA".
Considering the areas of disagreement at that formative session, I
would contend that preservation was conceded to be one of the
Society's areas of concern and responsibilities. It was this motivation
to which led to the phrase in the SIA's Articles of Incorporation
"to foster the preservation and recording of industrial sites, structures and objects" which was approved by the general membership
of the Society.
Mr Lee has urged that distinctions be made between IA and Historic
Preservation, between economic and industrial factors, and between
craft and industrial enterprises. In addition he suggests the separation of amateur (even the talented amateur) from professional industrial archeologists. Either this is blatant elitism of the _worst order,
or Mr Lee has not made one proper distinction . That is, we are
nearly all amateurs in this new field, bringing our ·own professional
trainings from many different fields. Most members have built their
reputations within their own professional or nonprofessional field
of endeavor, often by applying the techniques of that field to industrial subjects. Intolerance for the experience and methodologies of
others will not assist the Society in defining its own proper role,
nor elicit broad support from members of other intellectual communities.
Richard M Candee, Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, Mass
(Mr Candee is currently Secretary of the SIA)

The poor industrial archeologist, however, has a much tougher task.
Not only has he first to convince those in authority of the value
of his work, but he must be conscious of a sense of urgency in
everything he undertakes, for where a significant industrial site exists
today, an apartment building or a superhighway may appear tomorrow. In the urban environment in which so much of his material
is found , pressures to develop and redevelop are constant and likely
to increase with time . Thus, while he may wish to maintain a level
of lofty academic detachment he is forced to take cognizance of
the real world and is thus a part of the preservationist movement
whether he likes it or not. I agree that Hanseatic trading ships and
mediaeval guildhalls are not within our purview, although ancient
port facilities may be . Surely, though , we cannot ignore the preindustrial era in making our assessments, since it was the adaptation
of these tools and techniques to the Machine Age which have
brought mankind to its present level of development.
In conclusion, I submit that at this early stage , our Society cannot
afford to make the narrow distinctions proposed by Mr Lee. As we
grow in numbers and stature, this may become possible, or even (
desirable but at our present stage of development, fragmentation
would be negating the principles on which we were founded, i.e .
that IA is essentially a multi-disciplinary activity, whose aims and
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objects are not served by affiliation with any other existing organization. I have no personal objection to the Newsletter being divided
as Mr Lee proposes, if the membership so wishes and if this would
not make our worthy Editor's task more burdensome .
Despite the foregoing, I wish to congratulate Mr Lee for his comments . Any organization with the least pretensions to scholarship
needs the occasional injection of constructive criticism to remain
alive and viable. If nothing else, Mr Lee has provided us with cause
for reflection, and a basis for lively discussion.
R John Corby, National Museum of Science & Technology, Ottawa
(Mr Corby is currently Vice President of the SIA)

manufacture and marketing and with the employment of wage
labor.
Sociologist Wilbert E Moore (1968) pointed out the fallacy of relying
upon a purely technological determinist definition of industrialization, and stated that :
... there are clearly institutional and organizational preconditions and counterparts of large-scale and efficient utilization
of power. Extensive industrialization is quite unlikely in the
absence of a highly specialized and coordinated labor force,
monetary exchange and rationalized accounting systems, the
technology of precise measurement and production control,
and so on.
Keeping in mind the above general concepts of Archeology and
industrialization, I would assume that IA should be the science
whose goal is the hypothetical reconstruction and theoretical
interpretation of Man's socio-cultural affairs associated with industrialization. By definition, such a science would rely primarily upon
observations and analyses of industrial cultural remains of Homo
sapiens who lived during the historic period. Also, problem oriented
research in this field should always be directed toward cultural
hypotheses of industrialization, and not just directed toward any
aspect of historic or contemporary economics .
Economics vs. Industrialization
As Mr Lee so rightly stated, not all economic problems should be
considered within IA. Such economic activities as agriculture, commerce, and cottage industry may or may not be associated with
industrialization. As an example, one precursor to industrialization
in Great Britain was an elaborated form of cottage ini'lustry whereby
independent craftsmen combined both farming and manufacturing .
Goods manufactured by these craftsmen were both sold locally and
to merchants for resale in larger cities. Production was kept at a
low scale, and complex factories were rare. With increased mechanization, this form of manufacturing came under an economic handicap, and industrialization took hold.
Research conducted upon cottage industries is valid within IA, but
only as a precursory study leacjing to the understanding of subsequent industrial activities . Obviously, explicit relationships should
be maintained between the goals of IA as a science and the research
problems generated by industrial archeologists. Thus, an individual
whose research is limited strictly to cottage industries should not
be considered as an industrial archeologist, nor should an individual
whose primary interest is historic reconstruction, architectural restoration , artifact conservation, etc.
Industrial Archeology vs. Related Disciplines
Ideally such disciplines as Archeology, History, and Conservation
should be viewed as separate fields of research and development.
But realistically, many practicing professionals must become generalists in a number of fields. I would agree with Mr Lee that a " classical
archeologist" could divorce himself from "preserving the pyramids,"
but only if the pyramids failed to collapse during excavation.
Archeology as a field method is generally destructive in nature.
Archeologists destroy the stratigraphy they wish to interpret, they
destroy the relationship of in situ cultural material, and they destroy
the evidence necessary to prove or disprove their cultural
hypotheses. In return , observational records are maintained which
supposedly represent what the method destroyed . Thus, if an
archeologist uncovers a buried wooden structure, it may be
destroyed through exposure before it can be preserved . If he cannot
acquire the services of a conservator due to economic limitations
or conflicting research interests (many conservators couldn't care
less about a rotten wooden structure), then the only recourse is
that the archeologist do the preserving himself. Thus, through necessity he becomes a generalist .
With this thought in mind, I would strongly urge the SIA to continue
reporting relevant research in related fields , but only if and when
such research is explicitly related to the goals of IA. Personally, I
consider such items as the report of a proposed scheme to convert
a Seattle gasworks into a park (SIAN July) to be tangent to the goals
of IA. Such a report represents a nice piece of information for an
architect interested in converting industrial complexes into recreational facilities, but its explicit contribution to IA is nil. If this type
of report must appear, then at least let it be assigned to a "Miscellaneous" sectron.
Conclusion
I should like to address one question to the SIA membership . Is
the SIA truly an archeological organization? During the past six
months, I have followed with much interest the published discussions, goals, activities, etc. of the SIA; and I rather suspect that
members of the SIA are more oriented toward the description , pro-

TO THE EDITOR :
Industrial Archeology was invented and has been practiced in Great
Britain for about 15 years. The same type of argument that will result
from Mr Lee's letter has permeated the British scene for a similar
period of time. It is the primary reason for the schism that separates
those who study IA at an academic level and those who practice
as enthusiasts.
The practice of IA solely as a field of investigation and research will
result in an elite subject dominated by professional scholars . A significant number of potential contributors may feel their efforts second
rate, and the exact situation that has plagued the British movement
will exist in America. The most exciting and interesting result of
15 years ' British experience is 150 separate IA preservation projects.
These for the most part are being carried out by individual amateur
groups who earn their IA credentials by actually doing the job . On
the other hand, Mr Lee has proposed what one may call the necessary argument.
His letter will stimulate a number of Industrial Archeologist.s, while
others will dismiss it as so much verbiage . Hopefully, the movement
as a whole will not become divided over the issues .
Only hard work, whether it be scholarly research or historic preservation, should determine the future course of IA. After all, the main
justification of any new subject has always been that people enjoy
it, and so long as this remains true, IA will be in a healthy condition.
Eric N DeLony, Historic American Engineering Record, Washington
TO THE EDITOR:
After reading James Lee's " Letter to the Editor," I felt compelled
to respond to three of his major points : 1) The definition of Industrial
Archeology ; 2) The distinctions between "industrial" and " economic"
research ; and 3) The relationship between IA and related disciplines .
Industrial Archeology
First of all, Mr Lee's brief statement that "Archeology is the study
of material evidence of the precedents of contemporary social life"
is, in my view, too imprecise a description to be meaningful for
formulating an adequate definition of IA. To some individuals,
Archeology may indeed represent only the study of past "material
evidence," but I would argue that for most archeologists, Archeology
represents much more. Precisely, Archeology has as its goal the
hypothetical reconstruction and theoretical interpretation of past
hominid social activities, events, concepts, etc; and the data base
for this goal consists primarily, but not entirely, of observations of
past cultural remains. The point to be stressed is that Archeology
in itself is not just the study of cultural remains, but rather the integration of information from a variety of sources for the purpose
of socio-cultural reconstruction and interpretation .
Turning next to the concept of"industrial," it should be noted that
when this term is used as an adjective, it denotes the concepts
imbodied by the terms " industrialism " and "industrialization ."
These terms have been well defined by economists, culture historians, and industrial relations specialists; and the "industrial
archeologist" would do well to follow such definitions as closely
as possible.
Economic historian G.D.H. Cole (1932), in a brief encyclopaedic
description of industrialism, stated that " ... industrialism can be
said to have begun when machinery driven by a central supply of
mechanical power became the typical method of manufacturing production ." The emphasis here is upon the invention of mechanized
manufacturing production, but that in itself is insufficient to complete a definition . Cole further stated that industrialism :
. . . is based upon the discovery and exploitation of improved
methods of producing wealth, primarily in the processes of
manufacture but also to an increasing extent in agriculture
(__; and in the extractive industries yielding primary products. It
is closely associated with an increase in the scale of production , with the development of capitalistic methods in both
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tection, preservation, and restoration of North AmeriCan · indu.strial
sites rather than to IA. If this is true, then I for one would recommend that the organization name be changed to the "Society for
North American Industrial Sire Preservation" (or some other relevant
title.) As such, a related discipline of the Society may indeed be
IA, but at least the Society would not be "the" organization representing IA.
Finally, the continuation of published discussions relating to the
above topics should be encouraged, and hopefully, by the Second
Annual Conference, a public symposium could be arranged to discuss, evaluate, and act upon the recommendations of the membership .
Lester A Ross, Ft Vancouver Natl Historic Site, Vancouver, Wash .

The Foley-Vogel debate, which one of my colleagues in historical
archeology classifies as a pedantic waste of journal space, actually
hits at a vital issue for the entire discipline of archeology. Why should
standing monuments be excluded from a definition unless
archeology is equated to a set of techniques mainly concerned with
in situ (i.e. under the ground) relationships of remains of past
societies. In fact most professional archeologists at least implicitly
do work with such a definition . On the other hand it seems to me
that the emergence of the various subfields of historical archeology1
(Classical, Medieval, Post-Medieval-Historic Sites, and Industrial
Archeology) (RLS , "Historical and Historic Sites Archaeology as
Anthropology," Historical Archaeology, Vol 4, 1970) will and already
are moving us in the direction of a radical redefinition of the field .
Rather than the study of past societies through their material remains
("the material evidence of the precedents of contemporary social
life"), archeology would be viewed as the study, or science, of material culture irrespective of temporal position . Thus IA would involve
the contemporary study of the material culture of modern functioning industrial society and the spread of industrialization into the
Third World as well as 18th, 19th, and earlier 20thC sites. Such a
redefinition would have far-reaching impact on archeology as a disci pline as it would be certain to involve a shift of focus from techniques
that deal mainly with chronology and specific events to an attempt
to understand the interrelationships between the material and nonmaterial aspects of culture. Archeologists with a foundation in cultural anthropology and other social sciences are obviously in the
best position to implement such a transformation of the field, but
this change would in no manner exclude other scholars be they
architectural historians, curators, historians of technology, or folklore experts. Rather it would naturally complement and combine
with such interests.
In the definition of IA outlined by Lee there would be room for all
the scholarly interests seen in the field at present including, I would
add, true preservationism . If preservation means the protecting of
the total archeological context of sites, rather than partial preserva'tion , or fabrication as in restoration, then such interests are obviously a vital area of interest for all industrial archeologists. IA is
not different from prehistoric archeology in that its data base is just
as rapidly being destroyed.
IA was the last branch of historical archeology to make its appearance
and is only in an embryonic form, but its full substantive and theoretical contributions may indeed surpass that of all the other subfields
combined. Eventually it may totally reformulate and strengthen
general archeology.
Robert L Schuyler, City College of New York, New York, NY

TO THE EDITOR:
Industrial Archeology as a Subfield of Historical Archeology
In the last Newsletter appeared an excellent statement by James E
Lee on a number of fundamental questions concerning what is without doubt the newest area of research within general archeology.
Lee's basic points will be strongly endorsed by most professional
archeologists, especially those coming to their discipline from the
larger field of anthropology.
IA is a subfield of general historical archeology. Its concern must
· be the scholarly examination of material culture dating from the
Industrial Revolution and from fully industrialized societies. Lee
proposes such a definition and also notes a major problem, that
of temporal and spatial boundaries. Individual pre-18th-19thC " industries" or mercantile activities will generally not be an integral
part of the subject matter of IA, while colonial crafts might or might
not be depending on their relationship to the emergence of an
industrial society in North America. More important are his statements on "economic" factors that leave "agricultural and commercial residues of a cultural kind" . His intent is not completely clear
here because although we certainly agree that a "Hanseatic trading
ship" or the remains of a guild hall would be excluded because
of their cultural setting, it is at the same time precisely this setting
as seen in "residues of a cultural kind" that is vital to the full emergence of a true discipline of IA.
An examination of the journal Industrial Archaeology or the numerous books appearing on the subject in England will reveal a selective
pattern . Almost all work in the field to date involves the examination
and description of standing industrial monuments or individual
categories of artifacts which are frequently out of context. This situation has led to a recent debate between Vincent P Foley and Robert
M Vogel (Historical Archaeology Vols 2 & 3, 1968 & 69) . Their positions are in part that Foley, an anthropological archeologist,
advocates that archeology is the excavation of cultural remains and
basically consists of a set of techniques related to such a perspective,
while Vogel, Curator at the National Museum of History &
Technology, would see the study of above ground extant architectural and other features as equally being archeology, even minus
excavation . Both views are in my opinion correct, nor are they
incompatible. The major shortcoming of IA in its present form is
not that what is being done is fallacious or unscholarly, but that
it is incomplete. Industrial sites are like other archeological sites
and their total range of remains, both above and below ground,
must be part of any research that is going to call itself archeology.
The real problem in IA arises from a limited view of its subject matter
and is also seen in the development of other fields within both historical and prehistoric archeology, as for example Maya research.
Examination of spectacular and isolated features such as temples
and palaces (cf. factories, bridges, RR stations) and contextually
isolated cagegories of artifacts led to a myopic and limited view of
Mayan civilization and culture. The emphasis must be shifted, as
it has in Maya archeology, to the total archeological context including all "residues of a cultural kind". Not just factories and RR stations
but the towns, garbage dumps, and urban remains of the workers
and owners of such establishments, and total settlement patterns
that reflect the impact of the railways and other factors, must be
added to the list of sites slated for description and excavation . Even
farms and other agricultural sites wh ich are parts of the totality of
an industrialized society are vital to a full picture.
Industrialization must be viewed as a major cultural process that
involves not just specific inventions and their application but the
complete transformation of society in its economic, socio-political,
and ideological aspects, as well as its technology. With such a definition then all remains that reflect su·ch a process are the subject matter
of IA whether, for example, they are 18thC English factories , 19thC
company towns in Massachusetts, or early 20thC Japanese villages
reflecting the impact of industrialization .
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TO THE EDITOR:
Mr James Lee's letter appears to call for a revision of the SIA's
accepted purposes. He would limit our field of interest to archeological investigations and the scope of our work to a narrow definition
of what is industrial.
Ironically, in attempting to dismiss preservation as a concern of SIA,
the author displays a lack of knowledge of the current philosophy,
motivation , and technology of the discipline which he suggests we
omit from our activities for fear of becoming "tangential, redundant
and inexact. "
This point of view is out of touch with current preservation practice
as evidenced by the assertion that historic preservation is motivated
solely by sentimentality. This distortion is compounded when preservation is lumped together with restoration, and worst of all, with
replication. It is pointless to embark on a lengthly discourse on the
"New Preservation ." Its tenets are becoming well known to those
who have developed a minimum of environme_ntal awareness. We
only suggest that, in order to gain a less "inexact" understanding
of present day historic preservation practice, "environmental quality" be substituted for "sentimentality" as a motive, and " adaptive
use" for "restoration" and "replication" as a means.
We further caution that ignorance of the basic concepts of other
disciplines often is the result of over specialization and academic
elitism. These forces can have an ossifying effect on newly developing fields of study like IA.
Rather than a "Fraternity of Industrial Archeologists,' ' we fortunately
have a "Society for Industrial Archeology." The organization
embraces a variety of people possessing various skills, all with a
shared interest in IA. The resulting cross-pollination of ideas has
given great scope, momentum, and vitality to the IA movement.
One member's special interest in research or archeology need no ~.
exclude another's interest in preservation, especially in view of the
fact that we cannot study remains which will not remain .
THE SIA PRESERVATION COMMITIEE Chester H Liebs, Chairman
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